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About This Game

Past-paced action survival indie game with strategic choices!

Most games trick you! They make you believe you're improving at the game, when really you're unlocking things that make
your in-game character more powerful. Stabby Machine does not lie like this. When you do better than you were before, it's

because you really are doing better!

Because of this, Stabby Machine is a very difficult game.

Survive for as long as possible by collecting batteries, which are dropped by enemies!

Watch out! Your battery power drains faster and faster the longer you've been playing.
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You must choose wisely how many enemies to spawn. Too few and you'll run out of batteries, but too many and you'll be
overrun!

Controls:

Stabby follows the mouse (alternatively you can use W A S D).
You MUST GO CLOSE TO enemies to make them charge, then react quickly to dodge them!

If you succeed, the enemy becomes vulnerable and you can run up to it to stab it.

If you want a difficult open-ended challenge to overcome, then this game is certainly for you!

If you want to casually enjoy a new experience, this game can give you that too.

Enjoy!

No micro-transactions or in-game purchases.
None of that silly come-back-in-two-hours-or-pay-me-money stuff!
This game is designed to simply be fun, and feel rewarding to play.

Strategy

You choose how many enemies to spawn, and you choose when they charge at you. Different enemies spawn at different times.
This means you have to continuously make a tactical decision: How many of this type of enemy can I handle?

Feel free to write a review, it would help a lil' indie developer out a great deal!
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Challenge Yourself Gaming
Publisher:
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Unfortunately, despite my computer meeting all of the requirements, this game crashes constantly and I'm unable to play.. This
one was a bit on the lackluster side. It's a fairly generic top down shooter where you take drugs as power ups, a bit like the
remake of NARC.. Not enough content for an $8 price tag although, if the devs put some work into adding more content and
making this a decent release once it leaves Early Access (and that's a big "if"), then this might be worth it some day on sale for
$4 or what have you.

A little background, I drive powered equipment at work and that includes a fork truck so I picked this up since it piqued my
interest. I've driven fork trucks in games like GTA and the like but nothing dedicated to a realistic fork truck driving experience
so I figured I give this game a try to see how it measured up.

It's not bad as far as the driving goes. One thing I was curious about was the POV since you often have to move around in a fork
truck, leaning out, leaning forward, looking up, looking behind, etc, to make sure you're lined up, aren't about to smash into
things, aren't about to stab something, etc and this game gets around that by giving you two forms of mouse look. The default
lets you lean left\/right\/forward\/back and holding left-click lets you look like you would in an FPS game. Pretty handy
although I wish there was a toggle mode for this since you don't often use both types at the same time. I still have some issues
with the driving but nothing major.

The main flaw is the lack of content and polish. It's Early Access but it's being sold for $8 so I won't hold back criticisms.You
get a couple small levels and you can move pallets around within them. Your goals only include taking a pallet marked "target"
and moving it to a "destination" area. Both are randomly chosen as you play. There is no way to damage the goods (although you
can flip them over or cause them to be unrecoverable) and the destination zone is very loose so the "Challenge" in the title is a
bit misleading. In a normal warehouse space is a big concern so you don't get to just loosely toss a pallet somewhere. You
normally have to pack them into a rack like sardines without damaging anything. The game also lacks some polish like a way to
back out of menus or reset the fork truck if you roll it over. Nothing that can't be fixed in time.

Overall, it might one day be a decent title for simulator fans but right now I don't feel it's worth $4 let alone $8 so hold off and
maybe check back in later to see if it's been improved. I will certainly update this review if that happens.. dope game!

My Video:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/MtunnNBrr30. good game if u like cossacks. Are you tired of your boring, plain, dull looking cards in the
game? Do you wish they had more pop and really had that shine to them? If you answered yes to ether of those questions then
this is the downloadable content for you. With this downloadable content you can convert your plain boring cards to fantastic
looking cards that you wont be embarrassed to put down on the table. They will bring you confidence when playing and give you
the courage to play those rare cards with style. This DLC converts all uncommon, rare, and mythic rare cards in the decks to
premium foil cards which you can admire and look at and not get ashamed while looking at them. The great thing about this
deck conversion taking place is that it converts the appearance of those dull cards and turns them into premium cards that shine
like stars. The downfall to this DLC is that it gives no advantage at all to the gameplay but just the look of the cards that you are
holding. Start shining for your enemies today!. Potiential, but could be a massive UI improvement. Some features are really
cool, but they are not worth the loss of being intuitive. Clunky with WMR Samsung Odyssey headset, even though it is
supported. I was hoping for it to be a little better, and the motion sick ness was non-existant for me. Just it felt really clunky,
that I stopped playing after 25 minutes of being lost on what to do and where to go.. Big Action Mega Fight is a brawler/beat
’em up that was originally made for smart phone devices, and it shows, but should be given a chance. The short story is that it’s
actually pretty good, and I can recommend the pickup, though there are some design decisions that were made for the smart
phone that don’t translate well on PC.

The combat is pretty good; it has a Guacamelee feel with the throwing of units into other units, while mixing it up with some
power-ups that include magical uppercuts, spin to win and more. The problem comes from the level design, levels are incredibly
short (1—2minutes) and this at times leaves you feeling unsatisfied at times.

The game has some RPG elements, at the end of levels you collect money and you can use it to upgrade your brawler. Very
basic stuff, increase HP, increase dmg, increase skill damage, it seems pretty balanced for the PC version, I never felt I had to
‘grind’ to get any levels up. One of the poorer elements copied over from the smart phone is how you choose your abilities. You
are only allowed one awesome ability per a level, but instead of choosing what you want it goes to a random roll system, now
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you can reroll it but it cost you money, money that can (and should) be used to upgrade your character.

Now it may sound like I’m bashing the game a lot, but really I had a lot of fun with the game. It has funny pop culture humour, a
nice looking art style, solid gameplay and good replay value through a score system. It’s just a shame there’s small things, which
were obviously intended for smart phone that don’t translate well to PC. It’s a great first PC game for ‘Double Stallion Games’,
and hopefully we see them bring more titles catered towards PC gamers.

Gameplay, about half an hour in - https://youtu.be/48lJLKLtnD0. Overall a weak game, while the concept drew me in, the game
itself, doesn't really live up to it's promise. The colors and shapes on the board feel random, and the gameplay isn't interesting.
Worse, the user has to highlightthe area to remove, whereas most games seem to allow a single click to clear the board.

Nothing really enticed me to play more than a half hour, and that's after two attempts to really get hooked.

If you want a game where you can "play your music" Beat Hazard at least has a more entertaining game, and Audio Surf
attempts to get influenced by the music, Turba, well similar to the name, it's a confusing attempt at a game, where you think you
know where they were going with it, but the seemed to fail to arrive there.. Very well told story with excellent atmosphere and
decent replayability. Worth your money.
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Great little free game that I'll assume is a introduction into VR by this developer.

Imaginative, fun story line, great music and sounds, and a brilliant ending.
I don't think this game is pretending to be a puzzle solver, it is a story rich VR demo, and I appreciated that.

I'll be looking forward to following what this Dev can do in the future if they are as creative as this.. fun game but i cant wait for
something cool to hapin in the game so developers pls add some cool crap and fun crap to the game soon but its still fun (:.
Speedrunners is a great game to play with friends, or alone.

The solo mode of the game is decent in the sense that it lets you master the game mechanics by playing on the different maps
and by letting you discover the different pickups that exist in the game. You also get to unlock new characters and skins which
is a nice reward for completing the "storyline". Do not expect deep storytelling with emotional moments though, you literally get
introduced to four characters with a single sentence or two and that's all there is to it (and it's enough for the game I would say).
The difficulty level is alright, although unfair at times (one of the difficulty settings literally is called "unfair"), because it makes
the AI players run faster than you do. It would have been better if instead it was smarter and used the pickups in a more
intelligent manner or managed to gain momentum the way real players do.

I cannot talk a lot about the multiplayer mode because I only managed to get in a lobby once: only 70-ish people play the game
at a given time, which makes it hard not only to find players with your level (on my first game I was matched with someone with
the highest rank...), but more importantly to find players at all ! The fact that you can play other player's map is quite a nice
thing though, and having the players create their own maps just really adds to the game.

Speedrunners is best played when played with friends, whether that is on different computers or on the same computer (indeed,
it is one of the rare games where you can play with someone on the same computer). The game is really engaging and allows for
some nice competitiveness to exist. It is quite easy to pickup, which makes it a nice game to play with friends who might not be
used to playing video games. The game is intuitive, smooth, and has rather deep mechanisms.

Speedrunners is a great game which I recommand, however, I would suggest waiting for it to be on sales because of the
multiplayer mode which is obsolete in reason of the lack of players.. To be honest its not the really fun. At first you'll be like.
WOOOOOO YYYAAAAYYYY, but 12 minutes later. wooo...yay, 31 minutes later. What am I doing with my life.. Looking
past the hilariously bad graphics, this game is incredible. The controls are tight and the gameplay is challenging and fun.
Definitely worth the money.. Apparently only supposed to walk up stairs. Haven is an adventure RPG with a psycho-analytical
plot: you have gone insane, and must find a way to regain control of your mind from various psychological structures, which
have turned against you.

Game progress is linear and the game takes 4 hours to complete. Battles are varied and interesting, and strategy is useful. Visuals
are artsy and weird, but professionally done.

You have a choice of three characters to bring with you as party members for each quest, and you may switch between them, as
needed. These characters represent different aspects of your personality, and are entertaining in theory, but lack emotional
depth - their primary function is to participate in constant intellectual banter. As the game progresses, there is an increase in the
number of party members you can have.

Each quest consists of a map in which you must make your way to the final boss, while fighting random encounters along the
way. There is variety in each level and there are unexpected obstacles to your path that might take a while to solve, but nothing
that will really discourage you.

There are waypoints to save your progress, so you can leave the map and not have to start at the beginning. You are allowed at
any time to travel back to Haven (your home base), which replenishes all stats. There is also a special room you can access that
allows you to buy new skills with currency collected while on missions.

All parts of this game are satisfactory, and the biggest issue to consider for your purchase is whether you appreciate the kooky
artwork, and the psycho-analytical content of the narrative.. the whole thing is actually a scam.
no updates.
its abandoned.
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dev acc tells sweet lies.
chances are that you already got a non-licenced copy.
then booted it.
then quited it.
then deleted it.

TL;DR: 10/10 would trust never again.
. verry good but take too much process 51%
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